PRESS RELEASE – PARIS – SEPTEMBER 18, 2014

Jean-Yves Le Drian, french ministry of Defence and John
Chambers, Chairman and CEO of Cisco, sponsor an international « internet of everything » academic and research
innovation program to prepare students and researchers
for tomorrow’s it challenges
This morning, Jean-Yves Le Drian, Minister of Defence and John Chambers,
Chairman and CEO of Cisco, announced an Academic and Research Program dedicated to the Internet of Everything (IoE). Robert Vassoyan, General Manager of
Cisco France, Jacques Biot, President of École Polytechnique, and Jean-Bernard
Lartigue, Executive Director of the École Polytechnique Foundation signed an
agreement committing resources to foster French innovation, addressing IoE’s
potential for digital growth. The Program aims to transform all sectors of society
and businesses by tapping into one of the densest concentrations of bright young
minds in France.
Building upon several years of joint
collaboration on teaching curriculum and research internships with
Cisco, and driven by crosscurriculum excellence and the fame
of its research laboratory in computer science (LIX), Ecole Polytechnique reinforced its collaboration
with Cisco, the worldwide leader in
IT.
With more than 50 billion connected devices by 2020, the Internet
of Everything opens a new era for the Internet and implies major strategic challenges in terms of
growth, competitiveness and employment.
The « Internet of Everything » Program will encompass three main pillars: Education,
Research and User Experience.
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It will contribute to :
-

Integrate in the curriculum of the students of Ecole Polytechnique a degree of excellence on the state of the art of the information and communication technologies, through
guest lectures by Cisco experts as well as equipment and software being made available by
Cisco.

-

Reinforce in the laboratories of the school, and research activities relating to the
network as applied to multiple disciplines. The cross curriculum nature of academic and
research at the Ecole Polytechnique will also enable to enhance the knowledge on the social
and business impact of such technologies. The results of such research works will be widely
spread internationally.

-

Favor daily usage of the latest innovations in IoE so that future graduates may endorse
the best technologies in their future careers and professors may apply them in their pedagogical activities.

The École Polytechnique Foundation brings to the Program its experience in both industrial and international relations and supports the management of the Program.
Jean-Yves Le Drian, ministry of Defence: « This Program focuses on connected things,
which will have a crucial impact on the way we lead military operations in the future. One day
It will be possible to connect all objects on the battlefield. Connected Sensors on vehicles or
equipment, will enable to know their state in real time, in order to get an immediate diagnosis. »
“We are extremely proud that Cisco, the global leader in the Internet of Everything, retained
Ecole polytechnique to cooperate in this highly strategic field » stated Jacques Biot, President
of Ecole polytechnique. « The creation of this academic chair is another illustration of our
constant endeavor to address technological and societal issues in our teaching and in our
research. This academic chair will allow us to join our skills with Cisco to foster innovation
and to breed executives and entrepreneurs able to meet these new challenges. »
Jean-Bernard Lartigue, Executive Director of the École Polytechnique Foundation, is pleased by « the creation of a Chair that unites many areas of expertise at École Polytechnique. The
quality of the programs stemming from this new partnership demonstrates the Foundation’s
effective leadership in emphasizing École Polytechnique’s excellence in academics and research
for its students and faculty. »
« Cisco's commitment to engineering education and research is a critical part of our mission
to become the #1 IT company. This agreement with Ecole Polytechnique represents a unique
opportunity to accelerate innovation with France’s #1 engineering school. Together, we will
work to prepare future leaders for the tremendous impact that the Internet of Everything will
have on all of us » said John Chambers, Chairman & CEO of Cisco.
« The most successful companies today are those that see technology not as an operational
cost center, but as an opportunity for innovation and competitive advantage in an increasingly connected world. Cisco is very proud to be sponsoring this chair at l'X, and honored to
have the chance to be part of an institution that has played such an important role in the
development of science and technology » said Robert Vassoyan, General Manager, Cisco
France.
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ABOUT ÉCOLE POLYTECHNIQUE / École Polytechnique is a leading French institute which combines top-level research,
academics, and innovation at the cutting-edge of science and technology. Its three types of progressive graduatelevel programs – Ingénieur Polytechnicien, Master’s, and PhD – are highly selective and promote a culture of excellence with a strong emphasis on science, anchored in humanist traditions. As a widely internationalized university,
École Polytechnique offers a variety of international programs and attracts a growing number of foreign students
and researchers from around the globe (currently 30% of students and, 23% of faculty members).
École Polytechnique offers an exceptional education to prepare bright men and women to excel in high-level key
positions and lead complex and innovative projects which meet the challenges of 21st century society, all while
maintaining a keen sense of their civil and social responsibilities. With its 20 laboratories, all joint research facilities with
the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), the École Polytechnique Research Center explores the
frontiers of interdisciplinary knowledge to provide major contributions to science, technology, and society.
www.polytechnique.edu

ABOUT CISCO / Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) is the worldwide leader in IT that helps companies seize the opportunities of
tomorrow by proving that amazing things can happen when you connect the previously unconnected. For ongoing
news, please go to http://thenetwork.cisco.com.
***
Cisco, CCNP and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and
other countries. A listing of Cisco’s trademarks can be found at www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership
relationship between Cisco and any other company.
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